
 

THE REAL ESTATE GATE 

 
ok so i hates the blues but i loves the niggers sure i hates the bible but i loves the dirty kikes 

yeah i hates honor  but i loves the lazy spics  sure i hates bricks  but i loves the micks 
yeah i hates work but i loves the chinks sure i hates goulash but i loves the hunkys 

ok sose i hates easy money but i loves taxes 
i hates beer 

i 
loves 

plastered bohunkys 
i hates dirt  i loves the okies 

i hates deer skin i loves the injun 
i hates rhapsodies but i loves gypsys 

i hates naivete  but i do i loves polacks 
i hates schizophrenia i loves the litvacks 

i hates chilies but mother do i loves wetbacks 
i hates rucks on dice but do i loves the gooks 

i hates baked lamb i eros cunning greaseballs 
i hates the pasta s  ister but do i lovas the wops 

i hates controls but   whoa boy i loves the heinys 
i hates cuisine but m   others little boy do i loves frogs 

I hates brahmins la   mas and korans but i loves wogs 
i hates sex but father   do i loves to get petal up the nettle 

i hates law and order    i loves cops judges and politicians 
i hates artistic contributions       but i am mad about the queers 

i hates churches i loves catlicks                  i hates toyotas i loves nips 
i hates physics and i hates robots but                  i loves to pedal the metal 

i hates filthy dirty commie apollos                     but i sure loves woody guthrie 
i hates dirty little dionysian farceurs but                   i holds lenny bruce to be a god 

i hates wasps i loves dumb chips and buffeys                       when they’re born at the top 
i hates the 1st 2nd & 3rd estates i loves                               the crazy homeless street tossed 
i never likes to leave anyone out                 s         so if i has please dunt let it offend youse 
sure they all laughed when i                       ta          lifted my lamp beside the golden door 

then they woke up and smelled                  rs                                                    the real estate 
                                                                                                sh 
                                                                                              ine 
                                                                                                bright on 
                                                                                                  shatter light 
                                                                                                          back of star clack 
                                                                                                      dark in packs of hack 
                                                                                                  in stacks of jack 
                                                                                                         one nation of stars 
                                                                                                            is singing greenhorns 
                                                                                          st uck with vacant lots 
                                                                                 thee the the that’s never 
                                                                                      forget where youse come from 
                                                                                                  always love what youse really are folks 
 


